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1. Introduction
Real analytic actions of the special linear group SL(n, F) on analytic mani-
folds M are classified by C.R. Schneider [6] in case that n=2y F=R and M is
any closed surface, and by F. Uchida [7-8] in case that M is the w-sphere Sm with
S^n^m^2n-2 if F=R and U^2n^m^4-n-2 if F=C.
In this paper we are concerned with smooth SL(2y C)-actions on closed 3-
manifolds M3. Note that £1,(2, C) is simple and contains S U(2) as a maximal
compact subgroup. Then we have the following (cf. [1; Th.1.3])
(1.1) / / SL(2, C) acts non-trivially on M3, then so does SU(2) and M3 is a
quotient space of S3 or S2xSuy S3jZn or (S2xSl)jZ2 (Zn is a cyclic group of order
n).
By this reason we are concerned mainly for the case M3=S3y and we study
the equivariant homeomorphism classes of such actions.
In case of transitive actions, we see the following
Theorem 1.2. There are real analytic SL(2, C)-actions <$>r on S3 for
vihich are not equivariantly homeomorphic to each other, and any transitive SL(2> C)-
action on S3 is equivariantly diffeomorphic to some <j>r (see (4.1) for the definition
Oftr)-
In case of non-transitive actions, the classification of SL(2, C)-action on *S3
can be reduced to that of pairs of a one-parameter transformation group on
S\dC) and a real valued smooth function on S1— {±1} ; and further to that of
triads of subsets A and B{ (i=l> 2) of Sl satisfying
(1.3) (Al) A(^(j)) is a finite union of closed intervals, Anj{A)=<f> and
the components of A alternate with those of J(A), where J is the reflections on S1 in
the real line.
(A2) B{(i= 1, 2) are open in S1 and Bx U B2dA—dA.
Such triads (Ay 5 t) and (A'y B<) are called A-equivalent if there is an orienta-
tion preserving homeomorphis <E> of S1 onto itself such that &J=J& and
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(1) ®(A) = A',®(Bi) = B'ior (2)
(*=1 ,2 ) .
Theorem 1.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivariant
homeomorphism classes of non-transitive smooth SL{2, C)-actions on S3 and the A-
equivalence classes of triads with (A 1-2).
As the corollary to these theorems, we see the following
Corollary 1.5. (i) Any smooth SL{2, C)-actions on S3 has no fixed points,
and it is transitive if and only if so is its restricted SU(2)-action.
(ii) There are infinitely many {non-equivalent) smooth SL{2, C)-actions on
S3 which are not equivariantly homeomorphic to any real analytic one.
(iii) Any real analytic SL{2, C)-action on S3 has a finite {odd) number of
orbits, and non-transitive real analytic ones are determined by the number of their
orbits; among them the unique linear action has five orbits.
After preparing some results on subalgebras of §1(2, C) in §2 and subgroups
of SL{2y C) in §3, we prove Theorem 1.2 in §4. In §5 we recall some basic
facts on smooth actions. The proof of Theorem 1.4 consists of two parts:
We first study in §§6-8 the relation between the equivariant homeomorphism
classes of our non-transitive actions and B-equivalence classes defined in (6.8)
(see Theorem 8.1), and secondly that between A- and B-equivalence ones in
§§9-11 (see Theorem 11.1).
2. Subalgebras of 31(2, C)
Let Q be a semi-simple Lie algebra over i?, and let ad: Q—>GL{Q) and B: QX
Q-+R denote respectively the adjoint representation and the Killing form of g,
i.e. ad(X)Y=[X,Y] and £(X, Y)=Trace(ad(X) ad( Y)) for X, Yeg. Then we
have a direct sum decomposition (a Cartan decomposition)
g = I-fp (I is a subalgebra, and p is a subspace)
satisfying the following conditions (cf. [3; Ch. I l l , Prop. 7.4]).
(2.1) Let s: g->g and Bs: g X g->i? be defined by
s{X+Y) = I - Y ( l G t , Yep), Bs{Xf Y) = -B{X, s{Y)) (X, Y e g ) .
Then s is an involutive automorphism of g, and Bs is a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form of Q. Therefore
(i) [l,p]=P,[p,P]=land
(ii) BS(X, Y)=B,(s(X), s(Y)), BS(X, ad(Y)Z)=-B,(zd(sY)X, Z) (X, Y, Z E
9).
In the followings, we consider the orthogonality with respect to B8 in (2.1).
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Lemma 2.2. (i) I is orthogonal to p.
(ii) Any Y G Q is orthogonal to ad(-Y) Y if X^ I.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from (2.1) (ii). q.e.d.
Let u be a subalgebra of Q, and set
(2.3) t'=l PI u, p'=p Pi u awrf m=the orthogonal complement of f '+P' *» u-
Hence u = ! ' + p ' + m , where f' and ! ' + £ ' are ^ -invariant subalgebras of u.
Lemma 2.4. (i) The projections p^. g->f andp2: Q-*P are injective on tn.
(ii) mctrtj+mg/or m,=^(m) (x=l, 2), a/zJ I' (rg5p. J)') w orthogonal to mx
(resp. m2).
(iii) m w ad(f '-\-p')-invariants and m,- ar^ 2id(l')-invariant.
Proof, (i) follows from Ker/>, fl tn= {0} (f=l, 2). (ii) mcnti+tng is clear,
and the latter half follows from Lemma 2.2 (i).
(iii) ad(sX)Yel'+p' holds for X, Yel'+p', since V+p' is an ^-invariant
subalgebra. Then by (2.1) (ii)
Bt(Y, *d(X) Z) = -Bs(zd(sX) y, Z) = 0 for any Z<=m .
This shows ad(X) Z^m, and hence ad(X) tncm, Since ad(X) Z=ad(X) Zx+
*d(X)Z2(Zi=pi(Z)), we see that ad(J5T) Z,Gm,. if I G I ' by (2.1) (i), and thus m,
are ad(!')-invariant. ?.^ .^ -
In the rest of this section we consider the case that
fl = §1(2, C) = { I G M ( 2 , C); Trace X = 0}
with the bracket operation [X> Y]=XY—YX> which is the Lie algebra of G=
SL(2, C). This has a i?-basis
These satisfy the following relations:
(2.5) - [Ka, Kb] = KC= [Ha, Hb], - [Ka, Hb] =HC= [Kt, Ha] and
[Ka,Ha] = 0 for (a, b,c) = (1,2, 3), (2,1,1) and (3,1,2).
Now we have a Cartan decomposition 8 = I + f by setting
(2.6) I = au(2) = {XGQ; X+X* = 0} = <^,, iT2, X-3> omf
*» = {Xeg; X = X*} = < ^ , J=rb # 3 >,
where < > denotes a i?-vector space spanned by the elements in the angle
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bracket. By (2.5-6) we see immediately the followings
(2.7) (i) [ £ L
= (a2b3—a3b2) Kl+
(ii) {i£,-, i/,; 1 <S/fg3} w aw orthogonal basis of g.
Let Ad be the adjoint representation of G,
A d : G - G L ( g ) given by
We say that subalgebras u and u' are conjugate in G if Ad(^) u = u ' for some
. We notice the following
(2.8) For any X<=1 (resp. X<=p), there exists g<EK such that K&(g)
We prove the following Lemmas 2.9-11 under the condition:
(Cl) it is a proper suba/gebra of Q viith dim u ^ 3 , and V, pf and tn are given by
(2.3) for I and p in (2.6).
Lemma 2.9. (i) dim I'4=2. / /dim I '=3 , ffen u = l .
(ii) dim ^ ' ^ 2 . / /dim ^ '=2 , f^n dim r = l .
(iii) 1 + dim m ^ 3 . / /dim m=3,
Proof, (i) The first half follows from (2.7) (i). Assume that d iml '=3 ,
i.e. r = l . By (2.5) we see that [f, X]=p for 0*XGp, whence p'= {0} by (Cl).
Furthermore m = {0} follows from m ^ {0} and Lemma 2.4 (i). Therefore u=I .
(ii) Assume that dim p '=3 , i.e. t)'=t). Then (2.7) (i) implies u=g, and
this is contrary to (Cl). Thus dim J>'^2.
If dim t>'=2, then dim f '^1 by (2.7) (i), and the desired result follows from
(i).
(iii) By Lemma 2.4 (i)—(ii), V+p'+ttil+m2(c:Q) is a direct sum with dim
m /=dim m(i=l, 2). Hence dim m ^ 3 , and I'+fl'= {0} if dim m=3 .
Assume that dim m = l , and set m=<Z>. Let Y G ! ' . Then ad(F)ZEm
is orthogonal to X by Lemmas 2.2 (ii) and 2.4 (iii), whence ad(Y)X=0. So
0 == ad(7)X = 2id(Y)X1+2id(Y)X2 for 0+-Y, - j>,(X)em, (f = 1 , 2 ) .
Here ad(Y)X,-em,- by Lemma 2.4 (iii). Hence [Y,X{\=0, and further Y is
orthogonal to X^O by Lemma 2.4 (ii). These imply Y=0 by (2.7) (i), and thus
t={0}. From (ii) we see that dim J) '^ l , and so dim tt=dim£'+dim m ^ 2 .
This is contrary to (Cl), and thus we obtain dim m 4=1. q.e.d.
Lemma 2.10. / / dim m=3, then u ii conjugate to <X1+rfl1, K2—H3,
K3+H2>for some
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Proof. By Lemma 2.9 (iii) and tr^—I, we may set
u = m = <Xl,X2,X3> for Xj = Kj+^U ah H{ (j = 1, 2, 3).
Tut A=(a{j). Thenfl=deti4=t=0,becauseI'=-{0}. Also rank(£ ~E+A)
=3 by (2.5) and (2.7) (i), where r=Trace A and A is the matrix with tAA=AtA
=aE. Then
(*) B+rE = A+*A and B = *B for B = AA.
Thus we get
(r-a) (A-'A) = (B+rE) A-'A(B+rE) = (A+'A) A-tA{A+tA) = 0 .
If A='A, then A=*A and so (a-\-r)E=2A by (*), which is contrary to r=Trace
A and 04=tf=det A. Therefore r=a.
Also by (*), it holds
rA+r <A = <A(B+rE) = rE+B and Trace B = -r .
Then Trace A = l , and so the eigen-polynomial of A is
(**) det (A-xE) = - ^ + ( T r a c e A) ^ 2-(Trace A) jc+det A
Put C=AA. Then BC=r2E and Trace C=—r. Similarly to (**), the
eigen-polynomial of B is det(B—xE)=(—x-\-r) (x-\-r)2. This implies B—C,
because BC=r2E and B is symmetric. Therefore AA=AA, and hence A*A=
fAA.
Since -4 is normal with eigen-polynomial (**), we have PA*P=(r j (J=
( ° ! ) ) for some PeS0(3) . Further Ad(g)=P(EGL(p) for some geK, be-
cause the adjoint representation Ad: ^-^50(3) (dGL(p)) is epimorphic; and so
Ad(g) <X19 X2y X^^K.+rH^ K2-H3y K3+H2> as desired. q.e.d.
Lemma 2.11. //"dimf'=O, dim^)'=l and dimm=2, then u w conjugate
to<Hl9K2-H39K3+H2>.
Proof. We may assume p'=<H^ by (2.8). Then m2=:<iy2, iJ3> by Lemma
2.4 (ii) and (2.7) (ii), and we set
m = <XlyX2> for * y = S L i % i i : H - # i + i (j = 1, 2).
Put Yj=[Hly Xj] (y=l, 2). Then by (2.5)
yy = ^^2-^^3-(-l)y^4-y and
[Hu Yj] = S ? = 2 a ly K{+Hj+1 (j = 1 , 2 ) ,
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which are in tn by Lemma 2.4 (iii). Then ax~0 by X3— [Hly Y J e ! ' = {0}.
Put A=(ai+1J)(i,j=l92)9 and a=det A, r=Trace A. Then « = 1 , be-
cause n=>[Yu Y2]=(a-1) Kx+rHv Also we see rank (A f "_1)=2. Thus
Z?+^4^4~lz=0, and hence r=0. Therefore the eigen-polynomial of A is
dtt(A—xE)=x2-\-ly and this implies the lemma by the same proof as that of the
above lemma. q.e.d.
Proposition 2.12. Let u be a proper subalgebra with dim u ^ 3 . If V=
{0}, then u w conjugate to
Yor = (rK1+Hl9K2—H39K3+H2y for some rtER.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 (ii) the assumption implies dimp'^Sl and dim
m=dimu—dim^'^2. Then, by Lemma 2.9 (iii) we see dimm=3 or dim
tn=2, dimj3'=l. Thus the proposition follows from Lemmas 2.10-11. q.e.d.
In the next place we prove the following lemma, when
(C2) u in (Cl) satisfies V=
Lemma 2.13. (i) u=<Ku H2y H3> if dim p'=2.
(ii) n=nr for some 0#=rei? if dim })'=0, and t>t /or o^me 6=dzl */ dim
(2.14) nr = ^KlJrK2-H3,rK3+H2y and
t>g.= i^JTu i/j, K2—SH3, K3-\-£H2y .
Proof, (i) We see m = {0} by Lemmas 2.4 (i) and 2.9 (iii). Put p'=<X,
Y>. Then 0=t=[J5T, y ] ^ ! ^ ^ ) by (2.7) (i). Also from (2.7) (i), this implies
X, Y<=<H2yH3>. Thus p'=<H2,H3y, and (i) holds.
(ii) Assume d i m p ' ^ l . Then dim m=dimu—(diial'+dimp')^l9 and
Lemma 2.9 (iii) shows dim m=2. Hence m1=<X2, i^3> by Lemma 2.4 (ii) and
(2.7) (ii), and we set
m = <Z, F> for X = K2+X', Y=K3+ Y' (04= JT,
Here we have X'=[Kl9 Y'] and Y'=-[Kl9 X']y since [Kl9 X] = -K3+[Kly X']y
[Kl9 Y]=K2+[K19 y']Gtn and [Kl9 X'l [Kl9 F]Gtn2 by Lemma 2.4 (iii). By
(2.5) these imply
X' = aH2+bH3 and Y' = -bH2+aH3 for some ay b(=R ,
which are orthogonal by Lemma 2.2 (ii).
If dimp'=0, then aHx^pf={0} from [Xy Y]=(a2+b2-l) K.-
and hence a=0.
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If dimp'— 1, then m2=(H2, H3y because X' and Y' are orthogonal in
<H29 H3>. Hence p'=<HJ> by Lemma 2.4 (ii) and (2.7) (ii). Thus <Z, Y>=
n t B ^ I J ^ - ^ + ^ - f f j , and so —&Y'+«Y'=—#3. This shows a=0
and 62=1, as desired. q.e.d.
Proposition 2.15. Let u fe a proper subalgebra of g twYA dim u^3 . i / if
 2
eu , */^ rc u is l=<ATlJ( if2, JK"3>, ur (re/i) or t>s (£ =±1) given in (2.14). i/ere ur is
conjugate to I, u0 and ux i/ |r| >1, |r| <1 w^rf |r| =1, respectively, and further *ox
is conjugate to b_1#
Proof. The first half follows from Lemmas 2.9 (i) and 2.13. By the ele-
ments h=( ° ! ) and^ r =^ ° ) (a*=(l+r)2/| 1—r21, r ^ l ) in G, we see that
Ad(A) (u:) = u.j, Ad(A) (b2) - b.j and
Ad(£r) (ur) = ! if | r | > l , and u0 if | r | < l . ^.rf.
Corollary 2.16. Any proper subalgebra u o/ g «r^ A dim u^3 is conjugate to
one of
i/,, ^ - ^ 3 , K3+H2y, to, = irK^H,, K2~H3,
= <KU K2, K3>, «o = <KU H2, H3y and u, = <KU K2-H3, K3+H2> ,
and these subalgebras are not conjugate to each other in G.
Proof. The first half follows from Propositions 2.12 and 2.15. Consider
the map d: Q^X-^dtt ZeC , which is Ad(G)-invariant. By routine calcula-
tions we have
d(tvr) = R\-(l-ri)2y9 d(t) = din,) = R+ and d(n0) = R .
Furthermore the Killing form of g, which is also Ad(G)-invariant, is negative
definite on I and positive definite on p. These observations show the second
half. q.ed.
3. Subgroups and coset spaces of SL(29 C)
In this section we prepare some results on connected subgroups and coset
spaces of *SL(2, C).
Consider the following subalgebras of g=3l(2, C) and connected subgroups
of G=SL(2, C),
D(a) - { (ax ° \ X<EER, ZELC} eg and
^ ° \x^R, z£EC}aG for
exp (—ax)/
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Then t>(a) is the Lie algebra of V(a). Now we set
(3.1) W r ^ V { r i - ^
Here Ur={( z (r~1)w); \z\2+(r2-l)\w\2=l} is connected} and Ux=
V—(r+l)ffi z I
V(i)y U-r'
Lemma 3.2. The subalgebras tor in Proposition 2.12 and nr in (2.14) are
the Lie algebras of Wr and Ury respectively.
Proof. The lemma holds for tt>r=t>(ri—1), Uj=t)(/) and u_!='t)(i). By
definition we see that X^\\r if and only if Trace X=0 and X/r+/rX*==0.
When r24=l, these are equivalent to
det (exp tX) = 1 and exp(—tX*) = I7\exp tX) Ir for any t<=R .
This shows exp tX^Ur for any *ei?, and thus the lemma for ur(r2=H) also
holds. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.3. The coset space G/Ur is homeomorphic to
R3 if | r | > l , and S2xR if | r | ^ l .
Proof. By Proposition 2.15 and Lemma 3.2, we see that Ur is conjugate
to K=SU(2) if M > 1 , Uo if |rI < 1 , and U1 if | r | = 1 . Thus it is sufficient to
show
(i) G/K~R* and (ii) GIUr~S2xR(r = 0, 1).
(i) holds, because if is a maximal compact subgroup of G with dim G—
dim K=3 (cf. [3; Ch. VI, Th. 2.2 (iii)]).
(ii) Consider the quotient space N1=C2— {OJ-/S1 ( S ^ C ) and the G-action
4>x: GxNx-+Nl9 4>X(X> [P]) = ixp] ( ^ ^ , P G C 2 - { 0 } ) .
Then this action is transitive, and C/j is the isotropy subgroup at S-^i-
Hence G/U^N^S'xR.
Consider the quotient space N2=H~IR+ of H~={P<=M(2, C); 0*P=P*,
det P<0} and the G-action
<t>2: GxN2^N2, 4>2{X, [P]) = [XPX*] (XeG, PeH~).
Then we see that <£2 is transitive, and Uo is the isotropy subgroup at [/0]£A?2
( / 0 = ( ~ 1 ° ) ) . Hence G/[/0«iV2. Moreover the mapping N2->N3=((RxC)
-{0}IR+)xR**S2xR, sending f"f Z~\(EN2 to ([(x-y)j2, *], (*
2
-ry)1/2), is homeomorphic. Thus GjU0^S2 X R. q.e.d.
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Lemma 3.4. G=KLUr=KLK (reJR) for L={(x ° ); x>0}.
Proof. G=KLU±1 is obtained by the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
process.
Assume r23=l. Then gIrg*(g^G) is a Hermitian matrix, and its eigen-
values are positive if r > l , negative if r< — 1, and their product is negative if
r 2 <l . Hence we can find k^K such that kglrg*k* is diagonal and Ijl kglrg*
Put
= l~2 for / e i , and u = lhg.
Then «G £/r, and so the decomposition G=KLUr holds.
Also we have G=KLK by setting Ir—E in the above proof. q.e.d.
4. Transitive actions
In this section we state an immediate consequence of the previous sections,
and prove Theorem 1.2.
For each rEiR, consider the analytic G=SL(2, C)-action on S3=C2- {0}/#+
defined by
(4.1) 4>r(X, [P]) = [exP(*V log(||ZP||/||P||)) XP] ( l e G , P e C 2 - {0}).
Then we have the following lemma.
L e m m a 4.2. The action <£r is transitive, and its isotropy subgroup is con-
jugate to Wr of (3.1).
Proof. The restricted *SC/(2)-action of <j>r is transitive, and hence so is cj>r.
Further Wr is the isotropy subgroup of cj>r at G S3. Thus the lemma holds.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The equivariant homeomorphism classes of transi-
tive G-actions on *S3 is classified by the conjugacy classes of connected sub-
groups U of G with G/U^S3. Therefore the theorem follows from Corollary
2.16 and Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 4.2. q.e.d.
5. Smooth actions
In this section let G be a Lie group, M be a smooth manifold, and assume
that there is a smooth G-action <f>: GxM->M on M. Denote by Q and X(M)
the Lie algebras of G and smooth vector fields on M> respectively. The follow-
ing result is known (cf. [5; Ch. II, Th. II]).
(5.1) The map <£+: g-»£ (M), given by
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4>+{X)t h = lim {h (<f> (exp(-tX),p))-h{p)}\t
/or any smooth function h around p^M, is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
In case that g is simple and <£ is non-trivial, >^+ is monomorphic, and so
g may be regarded as a subalgebra of 36(M) by identifying X=(j>+(X).
We call Qp={X<=Q\ cj>+(X)p=0} the isotropy subalgebra of 9 at |)GM.
Clearly p^M is fixed under the subgroup {exp tX\ t^R} (X^Q) if and only if
<j>+(X)p=0. Therefore
(5.2) The isotropy subalgebra Qp is the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup Gp
of G at p.
6. Non-transitive actions
In the rest of this paper, we shall classify non-transitive smooth SL(2y C)-
actions on «S3, and set
G=SL(2,C), K=SU(2), T= {(* °)<=K; \z\=
8 = 81(2, C) = <*:„#,; « = 1 , 2, 3>, I = Bu(2) and
5 3 = H/R+ for i? = {PeM(2, C); 0 + P = P*} .
To begin with we prepare some results on ^-actions on S3. The follow-
ing (6.1) is known (cf. [1; Th. 1.3]).
(6.1) Any non-transitive (and non-trivial) smooth K-action on S3 is equi-
variantly diffeomorphic to
^ 0 : Kx S3 - S3, ^0{X, [P]) = [XPX*] (XeK,
The fixed point sets of y]rQ under T and K are
(6.2) ( C D ) S 1 = F(T,S3)z>F(K, S3) = {±1} ,
by the diffeomorphism &3x+iy -* lx+y ° leFfT1, S3) (x,y<=R). Then
the reflection / of S1 is given by ° x~yJ
(6.3) /(*) = -Wi,*) for z^S1 and J =
By Theorem 1.2, any smooth G-action on S3 is transitive iff so is its re-
stricted inaction (see Corollary 1.5 (i)). Thus, to classify non-transitive ones,
we assume by (6.1)
(6.4) cj) is a smooth G-action on Sz such that its restricted K-action coincides with
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Under this condition we prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.5. (i) The map <p\ RxF(Ty S3)-> F(Ty S3)y given by
(6.6) <p(t9z) = 4>(Gxp(-tHJ9z)(t<=R9z<=F(TtS*)) for j ^ e g ,
is a one-parameter transformation group on F(Ty S3).
(ii) There exists uniquely a real valued smooth function f on F{Ty S3)—
F(Ky S3) such that
(6.7) f(z)(K2)g = (H3)z(z^F(TyS3)-F(KyS3)) for K2y
Proof, (i) is clear, because exp(—fcff^eiV^T, G). (ii) The isotropy sub-
algebra Qz at z(=F(Ty S3)-F(Ky S3) satisfies
dim g ^ 3 , K^QZ and fctg^
By Proposition 2.15 we can find f(z)^R such that f(z)K2—i/3eg2, and hence
f(z) (K2)2=(H3)2. Choose a Riemannian metric « ,)) on S3. Then f(z)((K2, K2}9
= {K2,H3}2 and {K2,K2}z+0. These show t h a t / is unique and smooth on
F(Ty S3)-F(Ky S3). q.eJ.
(6.8) Let (<py f) be a pair of one-parameter transformation group <p\ R X S1 ->
Sl and a smooth function / : S1— {±1}-^ R, and consider the following conditions:
Fort<=Randz=x+iy<=S1(xyy<=R)y
(Bl) <p(tyJ(z))=M-tyz)y
(B2) f(<p(ty z))=(f(z)—tanh t)j{\—f{z) tanh t)for zy <p(ty *)=!= ± 1 ,
(B3) f(z)=—f(J(z))> and there is a smooth function F: *Srl->i2 satisfying F(z)=
yf(z) (#=t=±l) and jF(±l)=t=O.
We say that pairs {<pyf) and (<p'yf) with (Bl-3) are ^-equivalent if there
is a homeomorphism \P of S1 onto itself such that "^fJ=J^f and the following diagram
commutes,
RxS1-^-* S1 3 ^ - { ± 1 } f
RxS'-^-S1 3 '^-{±1} / '
where ^ ( { ± 1 } ) = { ± 1 } follows from WJ=
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.9. The pair (<pyf) in Lemma 6.5 satisfies (Bl-3) under (6.2).
Proof. (Bl) follows from (6.3) and (6.6). Since f(z)K2-H3<=Qgy we have
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(/,2) = Ad(exp (-tHx)) g23Ad(exp (-tH,)) (f(z) K2-H3)
= (f(z) cosh t—sinh t) K\—(cosh t—f(z) sinh t) H3 and
« = Ad(/) g2
These show (B2) and the first half of (B3), respectively.
Consider the smooth function h: S3->R, h([P])=Trace ( /P / \ /T | |P | | i)
(P^H). Then A(<£ (exp (—tK2), z))=y sin £ for ar=^H-iyGS1, and hence
= lim {/*(<£ (exp ( - t f y , *))-*(*)}/* = y .
Thus F{z)=(Hz)z h is smooth on S1, and F(z)=yf(z) if 4^= ± 1 .
Assume F(a)=0 for a=\ or —1. Then lim/(#)== lim F(z)/y=Q, since F
is smooth and F=FJ. Hence we can find an open interval U in S1 such that
and | / | < l / 2 on [/—{«}. Moreover i73ega(3l) by (6.7), and so Qa=Q
by Lemma 2.9 (i). Thus a is stationary under <£, and hence lim <p(t, z) £E U
(z^U-ia}) for s=oo or —oo. Therefore 1/2^ |lim/(^>(^ ^)) |=1 by (B2),
and this leads a contradiction. * q.e.d.
Proposition 6.10. Let <j> and <$>' be smooth G-actions on S3 with (6.4).
Then the corresponding pairs with (Bl-3), given by (6.6-7), are ^-equivalent if <j>
is equivariantly homeomorphic to <£'.
Proof. Denote by (<p,/) and (cp\ / ' ) the corresponding pairs of <fi and <£',
respectively. Let 0 : *S3->*S3 be an equivariant homeomorphism between $ and
4>', i.e. ®(cl>(g,p)) = cl>'(gy *(/>)) (g(EG,ptES% and set ^ - O l S 1 for S^
S3) by (6.2). Then
for any t(=R, z<=S\ These imply WJ^JW and ^ = 9 / ( 1 X ^?).
For a vector field X^gc36(*S3) and a smooth function A around
1), we have
(*) X^z) h = lim
= lim ih®(<f>(exp(-tX), * ) ) -
Suppose (77^4=0, i.e. i /^g^ . Then dimg2==3 by Proposition 2.15, and the
orbit Gz is of dimension 3. Hence <3> is locally diffeomorphic at z, and so (*)
shows Xi,(t)h=Xx(h&). Applying this for X=K2 and H3, we get/far) (K2)$(z) =
(H3)*(2)(z±±l) by (6.7). Thus f'(9(z))=f(z). Next suppose ( ^ , = 0 .
Then <p(t,z)=z for any t£ERy and thus /(^r) = d=l by (B2). Further (*) for
X=Hl shows (JH1)ft(l)=0, whence / ' (®(^) )=±1 . Therefore / = / ' * follows
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from the continuity of/ and/' . q.e.d.
7. Construction of SL(2, C)-actions
In this section we construct a smooth G=SL(2, C)-action on S3 from a pair
with (Bl-3) so that the corresponding pair is the given one itself.
Let (<p,f) be a pair with (Bl-3), and set
for the smooth function F in (B3). Consider the subgroup of G
U{z) = { Z e G ; XI(z) X* = /(*)} ,
which coincides with K if # = ± 1 and Uf(z) of (3.1) otherwise. Then G—
KLU(z) for any z^S1 by Lemma 3.4.
Take (X, p)tEGx S3. Let us choose
l
 = F{T, S3) (by (6.2)) with ^ 0 (g, z) = p and
G £/(#) with JSJf = klt u (lt = exp (-t
and set
(7.1) ^(I^) = ^
Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2. 0: GxS3^S3 of (7.1) M a smooth G-action with (6.4),
tf/w/ the given pair (<pyf) satisfies (6.6-7) under (6.2).
To prove this proposition we state some results on the pair (£>,/) with
(Bl-3). By (B2-3) we get
(7.3) F(<p(ty z)) (y-F(z) tanh t) = yt(F(z)-y tanh t)
when z=x-\-iy^F±\ and <p(t, z)=xt-]-iyt^F-±L\. This also holds for any (t, z)
^RxS1, because F is continuous and {(t> z)^RxS1; ##=±1, cp(t, z)4=±l} is
open dence in R X Sl.
Lemma 7.4. There is uniquely a smooth function a: Rx S1-+R satisfying
(7.5) F(<p(t, z)) = a(t, z) (F(z) cosh t—y sinh
jyf = a(ty z) (y cosh t—F(z) sinh
for ^ei?, z=x+iy^S1 and <p(t, z)=xt-\-iyu i.e.
(7.6) /(?>(*, *)) = «(*,*) 4 , / (*} .
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Furthermore the following conditions are satisfied;
(7.7) a(0, z) = 1, a(t+s, z) = a(t, z) a(sy cp(ty z)),
a(t, z) = a(-t,J(z)), a(*, *) « ( - * , <p(t, *)) = 1, a(t} z)>0 .
Proof. From F ( ± 1)4=0 it follows that 3/—JF(#) tanh * and F(z)—y tanh *
are not simultaneously equal to zero in (7.3). Then we obtain uniquely a
smooth function a satisfying (7.5).
By (7.6) we get
/(*) = a(0, z) /(*), a(t+s, z) l2(t+s) /(*) = I(<p(s, <p(t, z))) =
a(s9 <p(t, z)) l2s I{p{t, z)) = a(s, <p(t, z)) a(t, z) l2(t+s) I(z) and
a(t, z) kt I(z) - JI(J<p(t, *)) J* = JI(9>(-t, J(z))) j * =
These show the first three equalities of (7.7) by 7(*)4=0. Thus a(t, z) a(—t,
<p{ty z))=a(0, sr)=l, and hence a(t, z)>0 because a is continuous. q.e.d.
Lemma 7.8. If kl2t I(z) k^—l2s I(z) for some k^K, then t=s or <p{t, z)=
Jcp{s, z)y and further a(t, z)=a(s> z).
Proof. From Trace l2tI(z)=2(F(z) cosh t— y sinh t)> the assumption im-
plies (1) t=s or (2) F(z) tanh (t+s)l2=y.
In case (1) the lemma is clear. In case (2), <p{{t-\-s)j2y z)=±l by (7.5).
Then <p((t+s)l2,z)=J<p((t+s)l2fz)=<p(-(t+s)l2,J(z)), and hence <p(t, z)=
<p{—s,J(z))=J<p(s, z). Furthermore, by (7.7),
a(t+s, z)l<x(t, z) = a(sy <p(t, z)) = a{s,J<p(s, z)) = l/a{s, z),
and similarly a{t-\-s, z)/a(s, z)=l/a(ty z). These show a(s, z)=a{t, z) (>0).
q.e.d.
Consider the smooth function /3: S 1 - ^ , /3{z)=F(z)+x(z=x+iy^S1).
Then we get
(7.9) 0(z) = /3(J(z)) and z = [0(z) E-Iiz^S1 = F(T, S*).
Lemma 7.10. Let k^K and zeS\ Then
(i) tyo(k, z)=w^S1 if and only if kl(z)k*=l{w) and w=z or J{z).
(ii) If kl2t I{z)k*=l2s I (to) for w=z or J(z), then tyo(k, <p{t, z))=<p{sy w).
Proof, (i) Assume ^0(k,z)=w. When z=±l^F(K, S3), the result is
clear. Suppose *4= ± 1. Then k<=N(T, K)=T\JjT, because T is the isotropy
subgroup of <^ 0 at S1- {± 1}. Therefore w=z, kl(z)k*=l(z) if fee T, and w=
J(z), kI(z)k*=I(J(z)) if
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Conversely, ^0(fc, z) = [/3(z) E-kI(z)k*]=w by (7.9).
(ii) When w=z, we see that a(t, z)—a(s, z) and cp(t, z)=cp{sy z) or Jcp(sy z)
by Lemma 7.8. Thus kl(<p(t, z))k*=I((p(s, z))> and so the desired result fol-
lows from (i). In case u=J(z), it holds j*kl2t I(z)k*j=j*l2s /(/(#)) J=L2s (^#)>
and the above result implies
^0(k, cp(ty z)) = i|ro(j, tp(—s, z)) = <p(syj(z)). q.eJ.
In (7.1) we obtain the following by (7.6).
(7.11) XgI{z)g*X* = kl2t I(z)k* = kl(<p(t, z))k*la(t, z).
Lemma 7.12. 0 of (7.1) defines a G-action on S3 such that (j>\KxS3=ylr0
and (f>\LxS1=<p.
Proof. For ( Z , ^ ) G G X 5 3 , let us choose as in (7.1);
)=P>Xg = kltu and
Then gl{z)g*=g'l{z')g'* and z=zf or /(^') by Lemma 7.10 (i). Hence kl2t
I(z)k*=k'l2i, I(z')k'* by (7.11). Thus ^0(k, <p(t, z))=^Q{k\ cp(t\ z1)) by Lem-
ma 7.10 (ii), and this shows that <£ is a mapping from GxS3 to *S3.
When (X,p)^KxS3 (resp. (X,p)^LxS1), we can choose ^{g, z)=p,
Xg=k (resp. z=p, X=lt) in (*). Thus
ct>(X, p) = ^0(k, z) = ^0(X, p) (resp. 4>(X, p) = <p{t, z)).
Therefore cj>\KxS3=<y!r0 (resp. ct>\LxS1=<p), and further <f>(E,p)=p.
Let Ye<3, and choose m^K, s^R, v^ U(<p(t, z)) with Yk=mls v. Then
<£( Y, ^(-y,jp)) = ^0(m, <p{sy <p(t, z))) = y!ro(m, <p(t+s, z)) .
On the other hand YXg=mlt+s wu for zo=Lt vlt, where zv^U(z) by ZJOI(Z)W*=
L2t I(<p(t, z))/a(t, z)=I(z)la(t, z) a(-t, rft, z))=I(z). Therefore
0( YXy p) = ^ o K <p(t+s, z)) = 4>( Y, 4>(X, p)). q.e.d.
(7.13) (The standard G-action) Let ^0: GxS3->S3,
, [P]) = [XPX*] (XeG, Peff ) .
)0 is an analytic G-action on S3 with cj>0\Kx *S3=i/r0. Denote by <p0 the one-
parameter transformation group on S1=F(T, S3) induced from </>0; <Po(tyz)=
Lemma 7.14. Let v\ S1->S1 be a smooth map given by v(z)=[I(z
Then v is locally dijfeomorphic at z^S1 if det /(
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Proof. For each ^ G ^ w e put
(z)) and <pz(t) = <p(t, z)
Assume <poix\t)=v(z) (resp. <pz(t)=z). Then l2t I(z)=7d(z) for some \ > 0
(resp. I(z)=a(t, z) l2t I(z) by (7.6)). If det /(*)#=(), then t=0y whence <pl(z) and
<pz are locally diffeomorphic at Oei?. Therefore v is also locally diffeomorphic
at z> because cpl(z)=v<pz by (7.6). q.e.d.
By using the Taylor developments, we see the following (cf. [2; Ch. VIII,
§14, Problem 6-c]).
(7.15) Let h be a smooth even function around O^R(h(t)=h(—t)). Then
h(\\x\\) (x^Rn) is also smooth at the origin in Rn.
Put ty±=^0\KxS±: KxS±->S0 and its induced map ^ ± : KITxS±->S0
for S+ (resp. S^ix+iy^S1; y>0 (resp. y<0)} and S0=S3— {±1}. Then
yjr± are diffeomorphic and so i/r± are submersions.
Lemma 7.16. (i) For each p<^S3, let us choose g^K, z^S1 with p=
> *)> and set %{P) ^ gli*) g*- Then %: S3->H( c M(2, C)) is a smooth mapping.
(ii) The composition f: *S3 -^ H > S3 is locally diffeomorphic at p^S3 if
det ^(p)4z0, and is equivariant between $ and ^ >Q} i.e. %<j)(X,p)=(f>0(X, | (^)) (X
Proof, (i) In the proof of Lemma 7.12, we have already seen that
gives a mapping from S3 to H. By the commutative diagram
^ for fi(£, *)=£/(*)£*,
KxS+ ?1
we see that £ is smooth on So because i/r+ is a submersion.
Put£ ,= [££], N2= {[P]*ES 3 ; f Trace P>0} for €=±1, and denote by Z>C
i J x C a n open unit disk. Let pz\ D—>Ne,
^+x a 1
 for
where s2=x2-\- \a\2<\ (^>0). Then (A^, p8) is a local chart at^8, and
Mx, a) = (F^X
 F~
a
+x) for , = Sd-^+is .
Consider a smooth function h(t)=F(S(1—t2f/2+ii) ( |* |<1), which is an even
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function since F=FJ. From (7.15) it follows that h(s)=F(z) is smooth on D,
and hence so is £p8. Therefore £ is also smooth at pz.
(ii) Let^(JST,/i)=^o(*,^*))for^=^o(^ar)asin(7.1). Then, by (7.11),
t, z))k*] = [XgI(z)g*X*] =
By Lemma 7.14 and the commutative diagram
we see that f is locally diffeomorphic a t ^eS^ if det |(/>)4=0, because det %(p)=
det /(*) for p=^o(g9 z) (g^K, z^S+). Furthermore, by using the local chart
(-Wgj Ps) a t Ps> the routine calculation shows that the Jacobian of f at p2 is non-
zero. Thus f is also locally difFeomorphic at pz. q.e.d.
Consider the subsets
U=(Gx So) fl 4>-\S0), V=(RxS+)f]<p-\S+) and
for
Clearly F is open in RxS1. Also, since «Sfo=f"1(«So) and | is equivariant by
Lemma 7.16, we see that U is open in GxS3, and hence so is W in Gx(K/T)
xSK
Lemma 7.17. For any w=(X,gT, z)^W, there exists uniquely t^R such
that
(*) (t, z)^V and Xg=klt ufor some k^K, u(= U(z).
Furthermore S: W^ zv->(t, z)^V is smooth.
Proof, (i) Choose m^K, s^R and v& U(z) with Xg—mls v. If cp(s9 z)^.
S+, then (*) is clear. Suppose <p(s,z)$S+y whence <p(s, z)^S- by w^W.
Then (0<)y<F(z) tanh s (z=x+iy) by (7.5) and (7.7), and we can find t<=R
satisfying y=F(z) tanh ((^+^)/2). By easy calculations this implies I2(t+S) I(z)=
j*I(z) jy and hence .//,+,e U(z). Also <p((t+s)l2, z)=±leF(K, S3) by (7.5).
Thus <p((t+s)l2, z)=J<p((t+s)/2, z)=<p(-(t+s)/2J(z))y and so <p{t, z)=<p(-s,
J(z))=J<p(s, z)^S+. This shows (t, z)^V. Now we set
k = mj*<=K and u = jlt+s v<= U(z).
Then klt u=mj*lt jlt+s v=mls v—Xg. Therefore (*) holds.
Assume (s, z)^V and Xg=mlsv for some m^K, v^U(z). Then kl2t I(z)
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k*=ml2sl(z)m* by (7.11), and t=s follows from Lemma 7.8.
(ii) Consider the smooth mappings
8X: W -* R X S+, SX(X9 gT,z) = ((Trace Xgl(z) £*X*)/2, z) and
S2: V - R x S+, 82(ty z) = (F(<p(ty *))/*(*, z),z).
Then 82=528 by (7.11). By (7.5), the routine calculation shows that the
Jacobian of S2 is non-zero, and so S2 is locally diffeomorphic. Therefore 8 is
smooth. q.e.d.
Proof of Proposition 7.2. By Lemma 7.12, it is sufficient to show that <f>
of (7.1) is smooth and satisfies (6.7).
Let us set as in (7.1);
<f>(X,p) = 'y]ro(ky<p(t,z)) for p = ^g, z) and Xg = kltu.
Assume p or <f>(X,p)=±l^F(X, S3). Then det ^(cj>(Xyp))^Oy because
%(±1)=F(±1)E and Z((j>(Xyp))=a(ty z) kl2t I(z)k* by (7.6). From Lemma
7.16 (ii) it follows that cf> is smooth at (X,p). Next assume (Z,^)
i>"\S0)=- U. Consider the map
Then <£2 is smooth, since %(p) and (t, z)=8(lx$>+)~\Xyp) are smooth by
Lemmas 7.16 (i) and 7.17. Further the composition (Gx S3=>) U-^+H—^S3
coincides with 01 Uby (7.9) and (7.11). Thus <£ is also smooth at (X,p)^U.
Put A=f(z)K2—H3GU/(g)(c:Q) for z^S1— {±1}. Hence <£(exp {—tA\ z)
= s , and this implies O=^+(^) t=/(ar) (K2)2—(H3\. Therefore (6.7) holds.
The proof of the proposition is thus completed. q.e.d.
8. B-equivalence classes
In this section we show the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivariant
homeomorphism classes of non-transitive smooth G-actions on S3 and the ^-equi-
valence classes of pairs with (Bl-3).
To prove this theorem we prepare the following Lemmas 8.2-3.
Lemma 8.2. If pairs with (Bl-3) are ^-equivalent, then the corresponding
G-actions on S3, constructed by (7.1), are equivariantly homeomorphic to each
other.
Proof. Assume that pairs {<p,f) and (<p',f') are B-equivalent by a
homeomorphism ^ of S1 onto itself, and let <£ and <£' be respectively the G-
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actions on S3 by (7.1). Then there is a X-equivariant homeomorphism <1> of S3
onto itself satisfying ®(tyQ(g, z))=-\Jro(g, ^(z)) {g^K, z^S1), since WJ=JV
and tyolKxS1: KxS1-^S3 is closed and surjective. Let ( I , ^ ) G G X S 3 , and
set as in (7.1); <f>(X,p)=Ttro(k,<p(t,z)) for p=^0(gy z)y Xg=kltu (u<= £/(*)),
where U(z)=K if * = ± 1, and t//(x) - fT^o if z 4= ± 1. Thus
This shows that <l> is G-equivariant, and hence the lemma holds. q.e.d.
Lemma 8.3. Let (<p,f) be a pair with (Bl-3) defined from <£ of (6.4) by
(6.6-7). Then the G-action on S3, constructed from (<p,f) by (7.1), coincides with
the given one cj>.
Proof. Let (X,p)eGx S\ and set 4>f{X,p)=^0(k, <p(t, z)) for p=^0{g9 z)
and Xg=kltu as in (7.1).
Now we show <f>(u, z)=z. Clearly this holds when #=ibl> since uEi U(z)
=K and z^F(Ky S3). Suppose s=t=±l. Then f(z)K2-H3eg, by (6.7), K^
fl« and so f(z)K3+H2=[f(z)K2-H3, tfjeg,. These show u / G ) cg , by (2.14).
Thus U(z)=Uf(2)dG2y and hence 0(w, #)=# holds. Therefore
) = ct>(kltug-\ +0(g, z)) = 4>(k!t, z) = ^0(k, <p(ty z)) =
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. By Propositions 6.10, 7.2 and Lemmas 8.2-3, we
see that the correspondence defined by (6.6-7) and (7.1) is one-to-one between
the equivariant homeomorphism classes of (6.4) and the B-equivalence classes.
Moreover, by (6.1), the former coincides with the equivariant homeomorphism
classes of non-transitive smooth G-actions on S3. q.e.d.
9. Pairs with (Bl-3)
In this section we restate pairs with (Bl-3), and show that a triad of sub-
sets with (Al-2) in (1.3) is obtained from a pair with (Bl-3).
It is well-known that a one-parameter transformation group <p on S1 is
regarded as a vector field on S1, and so a smooth function g on S1 as follows;
(9.1) g(z)L2 h=[dh<p(t, z)ldt]t=0 for any smooth function h around z^S1.
Here L is the unit vector field on S\ Lz=—y(dldx)z+x(dldy)z(z=x+iy^S1(Z
C).
(9.2) Let g and f be respectively smooth functions on S1 and S1— {±1}, and
consider the following conditions;
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(Bl)' g(*)=g(J(z)), (B2)' g
Then, for <p and# in (9.1), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3. (i) (Bl)' is equivalent to (Bl).
(ii) / / / satisfies (B3), then (B2)' is equivalent to (B2).
Proof, (i) By definition we get
(*) Lz h=—Lj(z)(hJ) for any smooth function h around
If cp satisfies (Bl), then (Bl)' follows from
g(z) L2h= [dh <p(t, z)/dt]t=0 = [dhjcp(-t,
= -*( / (*)) LHz){hJ) = g(J(z)) Lz h .
Suppose that g satisfies (Bl)'. Then J*(gL)——gL, because J*(gL)zh=
g{J(z)) LJU){hJ)=-g{z) LJi. Hence
, /(*)) = /(Exp t(gL))J(z) = (Exp i/*(^L)) (*)
(ii) By routine calculations, (B2)' follows immediately from (B2). To see
the converse, let us fix S ^ G S 1 - {±1} and set
H(t) = /(9>( ,^ »)) for any t<=R with <p(*, s) =1= ± 1 .
Then H(i) satisfies the differential equation
(**) dH(t)/dt=H(t)2-1 by (B2)'
and the initial condition H(0)=f(z). Clearly Hc(t)=(c—tanh t)j(\—c tanh t)
(c^R) are solutions of (**), and their maximal interval of existence are
R if M ^ l , (— 00,0) if £>1, and («,«>) if c< — \ ,
where c tanh a= 1 and lim | i/c(£) | = ©o.
Let AT= {t&R; cp{ty ^ ) = ± 1 } . Then H(t) is smooth on R—AT, lim
= oo for ^eiVby (B3), and iV is discrete. Therefore H(t)=Hf(z)(t) follows from
the initial condition, and thus (B2) holds. q.e.d.
In the rest of this section we assume that a pair (<p,f) with (Bl-3) is given,
and hence so is a smooth function £ with (Bl-2)'. Set
A, = {areS1 ; /^) = (-1)'"1} (i = 1, 2), AO=A1\JA2,
C, = {^e^0; (-l)'-*£(*)>0} (i=h 2) and Co = A,-{
Then we have the following Lemmas 9.4-6.
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Lemma 9.4. (i) A{ (*=1, 2) and Co are cp-invariant closed subsets of S1.
In particular Co is the fixed point set of <p.
(ii) / (^ l )=^ 3 _ l ( f= l , 2) andJ(Cj)=Cj ( /=1, 2, 3).
Proof, (i) If / ( s ) = ± l , then (B2) shows that/(<?(*, * ) )=±1 for any t(=R.
Hence Ai{i=\i 2) are ^-invariant and closed in S1.
The fixed point set of <p is given by F= {* e S 1 ; ^(ar)=O}. Then C0=A0 n
.F, and further Fc ,4 0 by (B2)'. Thus C0=F.
(ii) follows immediately from fj= —f and gj=g. q.e.d.
Lemma 9.5. (i) Alr\A2=4>, Aon
(ii) ^40 w a finite union of closed intervals.
(iii) The components of Ax alternate with those of A2.
Proof, (i) The first result is clear, and the second follows from (B3).
From (7.5) it follows that ± 1 are not in the same orbit of cp, and hence cp is not
transitive on S1. Then lim cp(t, z)=a<=S1 fceS1), and ±l=lim/(?>(*, z)) =
f(a) (ar#= ± 1) by (B2). These imply Ao* <£.
(ii) Regard S+= {x-{-iy^S1;y>0} as a bounded open interval. Since Ao
n {±1} = $ and ^40 is closed, we see that Ao f] S+ is also closed in S1. Thus, by
J(A0)=A0, it is sufficient to show that the components of Aof]S+ is finite.
Assume the contrary. Then we can find a monotone increasing sequence
{zM} of Aof]S+ such that zn and zm (»4=m) are not in the same component.
Moreover, let us choose vn^S+ satisfying vn^Aof]S+ and zn<vn<zn+1. Then
I/(^*)I<1 by (B2), and so f(vn)=tanh s for some s^R. Put zott=<p(sfvtt).
Then
f(wn) = 0 by(B2), and zn<wn<ztt+1.
Hence .s:=lim #n=lim wn^AonS+y since ^ o n 5 + is closed and bounded.
Therefore f(z)=lim f(zn)=lim /(&>»), and this leads a contradiction.
(iii) By (B2) we have lim/(9?(£, sr))= — 1 and lim f(<p(t, ^))=1 for any z^
S1—(A0\J {±1}), whence \\m<p(t,z)<=A2 and lim $>(*, a r j e^ . Clearly these
show our desired result. q.e.d.
Lemma 9.6. C8-(i=l, 2) ^r^ op«i m iS1, and CQZDdA0.
Proof. By Lemmas 9.4 (i) and 9.5 (ii), dA0 is a ^-invariant finite subset,
whence is fixed by cp. Thus dAodCo follows from Lemma 9.4 (i). Since Cf-
(z=l, 2) are open in ^40 and CJ-C^Q—9-40, they are also open in S1. q.e.d.
Proposition 9.7. Let {<p,f) be a pair with (Bl-3), and set
(9.8) A=AX and j B ^ ^ n Q ( i=l , 2).
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Then the triad (A,Bi) satisfies (Al-2). If pairs with (Bl-3) are ^-equivalent,
then the corresponding triads with (Al-2) are A-equivalent.
Proof. The first half follows from Lemmas 9.4-6.
Let ? be a homeomorphism of S1 onto itself, which gives B-equivalence
between (<p,f) and (<p',f), i.e.
VJ = JVj = f'V and ^(M) = 9/ft^))(^U,*e51)>
and let (A, Bt) and (A'yB<) be the corresponding triads with (Al-2) respec-
tively. Then the above last two equalities imply
= Ci and hence ^(B,UB2) = B'1)JB'2>
where Co and C'o are the fixed point sets of cp and cp' respectively.
Fix z(=Bx \JB2. Then g(z)*0 and / ( ? ( » ) ) * 0 for the smooth functions g
and gf of (9.1) by cp and 9?' respectively. Hence cp\t)=cp(t, z) and 9/*(jr)(*)=
<p'{ty ty(z)) are locally diffeomorphic at £=0, whence so is \P at ^ . Thus
for any smooth function h around
Therefore ^r(^)^rX^(sr))>0 (resP- <° ) if ^ i s orientation preserving (resp.
reversing), and hence ¥(fi,.)=£{ (resp. ^ ( 5 , ) = S L 0 ( i=l , 2). Thus, by
Lemma 9.4 (ii),
{ M if M? is orientation preserving ,
^7" otherwise
* if ? is
^7" t er i
gives the A-equivalence between (A, B,-) and (^T, B'). g'.e.J.
10. Construction of smooth functions
In this section we construct smooth functions with (Bl-2)' and (B3) from
a triad of subsets of S1 with (Al-2).
Lemma 10.1. There exist smooth functions a and ft on R satisfying the
following conditions;
(1) /3(x) (da(x)/dx)=a(x)2-l.
(2) \a(x)\<l and da(x)/dx>0 if \x\<l,a(x)= — l if x<* — 1, a(x)=l if x^l,
and a is an odd function.
(3) (sin x)ja(x) (#4=0) can be extended to a smooth function ci on R with <2(0)=l=0.
(4) /3(#)=0 if I x I ^  1, and /3 is an even function.
Proof. Put
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exp(-l/*2) if * > 0 ,
and. V\X) =
Then, by routine calculations,
S\9 i /\/t \ i I jfc— / A/> \ _ _ _ _ _ ju t 1 ^V 1 1 / I J%^ ^ I A^ I I Jh^ « I ' l ^ 1 I O Y^ /*1
UL\iA>) — \ V v 1 / — V \ 2 / / / \ ' / v 1 / 1 " * / \ ^ 2 / / <*-l"*-vX
£(*) = _^3 3^
 p W 2 p(*2)2/(*S p(^)2+JC3 p ( ^ ) 2 )
for ^=(l+^)/2 and ^ 2=(l-^)/2, satisfy (l)-(4). q.e.d.
Lemma 10.2. Let a and (3 be as in the above lemma, and set y{x)=\ja{x)
(*4=0). Then
(1) /3(x)(dy(x)ldx)=y(x)2-l(x±0).
(2) | 7 (*) |>1 and dy(x)ldx<0 if 0<\x\<ly y(x)=-l if x^ — 1, y(x)=l if
x^tl, and y is an odd function.
(3) y(x) sin x can be extended to a smooth function y(x) on R with 7(0)4=0.
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 10.1. q.e.d.
Lemma 10.3. Let Ni(i=ly2) be disjoint open subsets of R. Then there
exists a smooth function p on R satisfying Ni^{x^R\ (—I)'"1 ^(#)>0} (i=lf 2).
Proof. It is well-known that there are smooth functions /-&,•(/= 1, 2) on R
such that R-Nt= {xtER; /^(*)=0} (cf. [4; Ch. 1, Th. 1.5]). Then the desired
function is obtained by setting fi(x)—^i{x)2—JJ>2{X)2- q.e.d.
Let (A, Bi) be a triad of subsets of S1 with (Al-2), and put
S+f]A0= ULi[^/,^](0<r /^^<r /+1<7r) for A0 = A\JJ(A).
Here S+ is regarded as the open interval (0, TT) by sending ei9^S+ to 5 G ( 0 , n).
Also put K/=(r/+1+*/)/2, »/=(r/+1—j/)/2 and col{e)=(0-ul)lvl (O^l^k) for so=
—rx and rk+l=27t—sk. By using a> /3 and y in Lemmas 10.1-2, consider the
smooth functions
( 0 « 9 < T T ) and
b(0) = £ s t o (-i)*+/
where € = - 1 if [rk, sk]<zAy = 1 if [rk9 sk]dJ(A). Then
(10.4) S+ n A = ief*; «(d) = 1} , S+ nj(A) = {e»; a(0) = -1} ,
S+ n ^ 0 = ieie; b(9)=0} and b{0) (da/d0) - a{6)2-\
By Lemma 10.3 there is a smooth function c on [0, 7t\ such that
(10.5) S+ n Q = {«»; ( - I ) ' " 1 c(d)>0} (t = 1, 2) /or C, = B,\JJ(B,).
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Then c=0 on a neighbourhood of {0, n}> since Aof)i±l}=(j> and CX\J C2aA0
-8A0.




Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 10.7. Let (A, B{) be a triad with (Al-2). Then the smooth
functions f and g of (10.6) satisfy (Bl-2)' and (B3). Furthermore the triad of
(9.8) by f and g coincides with the given one (A, Bt).
Proof. We notice that there is a smooth function F on S1 satisfying (B3)
by Lemma 10.2(3). Therefore (Bl)' and (B3) follows immediately from defini-
tion (10.6).
For z=JB(=S+9a(0)=f(z) and da\de=Lzf, whence b{6)LJ=f{z)2-\ by
(10.4). Here/(*)=±1 if seCiUC^C^B.-U/CB,)) by (10.4) (hence LJ=%
and g(z)=b(0) if *£ Q U C2 by (10.5). Thus
g(z)LJ = f(z)2-l for any
Also, by (*) in the proof of Lemma 9.3, we get
g(z)L2f= -g(z)LJU)(fJ)=:g(J(z))Lj(2)(f) =f(J(z)f-l
= f(zf-l for any z<=J(S+).
Therefore (B2)' holds.
The latter half of the proposition follows from (10.4-6). q.e.d.
11. A-equivalence classes
In this section we show the following theorem, and prove Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 11.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between A- and B-
equivalence classes, induced from (9.8) and (10.6).
Let <p be a one-parameter transformation group on a closed interval /,
and regard this as a smooth function g(x)=[d<p(t, x)ldt]i=o(x^I). Consider the
subsets of /,
; (-iy-ig(x)>0} (i = 1, 2) and
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Then C0(<p) ( 3 3/) is the fixed point set of <p. For each JCGC,-^) (*'=1, 2), the
mapping <px: R->Iy <px{t)=cp(t, x) (t^R), is diffeomorphic onto the component
of Ci{<p) containing x.
Also, let cp' be a one-parameter transformation group on a closed interval
/ ' , and assume that
(11.2) There is an increasing homeomorphism <1>: / - > / ' such that <&(Ci(<p))=
Then we have the following Lemmas 11.3-4.
Lemma 11.3. Suppose I—dI=Ci(<p) (i=l or 2).
(i) Choose base points m^I—dl and m' ^ If—dlf. Then there exists an
equivariant map M?: / -> / ' such that xf?(m)=m' and M?=<I> on 97.
(ii) Any equivariant map *P: / -> / ' is an increasing homeomorphism if *&—<&
ondl.
Proof, (i) Since <pm is diffeomorphic onto I—dIy the desired equivariant




<p'{t,m') if x = <p(t,:
(ii) Fix m^I—dly and put mf=^(m)^If—dlf. Since ^ is equivariant, it fol-
lows that M* is diffeomorphic on I—dI=Ci(<p), and
g'(y(x))=g(x)(dV(x)ldx) for x<=l-dl,
where g and g' are the corresponding smooth functions of cp and <pr respectively.
Then d^f(x)jdx>0 by (11.2). Thus M> is an increasing homeomorphism on
I—dly whence so on / because \P=<I> on 3/ and <3> is an increasing homeomo-
rphism. q.e.d.
Lemma 11.4. There exists an equivariant homeomorphism
^ : / - > / ' such that ^ = O on C0(<p).
Proof. Put C^cp) U C2{cp)= U ?=i A, the disjoint union of open intervals IkJ
and let mk^Ik and m'kG<3>(Ik) be the middle points. Then, by the same method
as in the above lemma, we obtain an increasing equivariant bijection M? with
We show that
(*) M? is right continuous at
If Ifi(a)r\C0(<p)=<j) for some £>0, where Iz(a)={x^.I\ a<x<a+S}y then 78(a)
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dlk for some k, and thus (*) follows from Lemma 11.3 (ii). Suppose I2{d)f\
C0(<p)^(jy for any £>0. Then a<=C<{<p) and W(a)=®(a). Choose yz<=Iz{a) f]
C0(V). Then, for any a<x<y2y V(x)=<!>(x)<®(y1i) if x(EC0{<p) and =<p\t, mi)
>8) if x=cP(t) mk)<=Ik. Thus
and so (*) holds.
By the same method as above, we see that M? is left continuous. Therefore
M* is continuous on / , and similarly so is M?"1 on / ' . q.e.d.
Let (<p,f) be a pair with (Bl-3), and (A> Bt) be the corresponding triad with
(Al-2). By (Bl), put S1—Ao= U /=i Nt the disjoint union of ^-invariant open
intervals with (—ly'^eiVy ( j = l , 2) for ^ 0 = ^ U/ (^ ) . Hence, for the middle
points
(11.5) / ({«,})={«,} and mi = (—ly-Mj^ 1,2).
Let g be the smooth function by 9?, and set
and so £, = ^ n Cfo) (i - 1 , 2 ) .
Also, let {<p',f) be a pair with (Bl-3), (A', Bty be the corresponding triad
with (Al-2), and assume that
(11.6) There is an orientation preserving homeomorphism <I> of S1 onto itself such
that
<bj = /<£, ®(A) = A' and *(£,-) = JB{ (i '= 1, 2) .
Then we have the following Lemmas 11.7-8.
Lemma 11.7. (i) For each 1^3, there exists ffi/GO^) such that f(tnt)=
f'(m'i). Furthermore J(mly=J(mi) for \^l<,k, where m'j = <&(mj) (J= 1, 2).
(ii)
Proof, (i) If / ^ 3 , then f(mt) tanh t*\ and/'(*(w/)) tanh t*\ for any
by (B2). Thus |/(/w7) | <1 and |/'(*(w/)) | < 1 , whence we can find ^ei?
such that tanh s={f(ml)-ff(^(ml))}Hf(ml)f (®(tnt))-l}. Set rof=*>'(*,
Then
and f{mt) = f\m\) by (B2).
The latter half is clear for /=1 , 2, and
/ (* , ) ' = ^ ' ( - ^ * / K ) ) = J<p'(s, <&(*,)) = J(mi) for / ^ 3 .
(ii) The sign of the smooth function £ (resp. gf) by <p(resp. <p') is invariant
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on each orbit. Then, by (11.6), it is sufficient to show g(z)g'(w)>0 for some
areiV/ and «>£*(#/). Put z=^mh w=mi if / ^ 3 , and z=<p(t, mt), w=<p'(t, mi)
for some £4=0 if / = 1, 2. Then/(*)=/'(«>), and hence
g(z)LJ = g'(w)Lwf' by(B2)\
Here (L2f) (Lwf')>Q follows from <5>(A)=A'. Therefore (ii) holds. q.e.d.
Lemma 11.8. (<pyf) is B-equivalent to {<p',f).
Proof. By Lemma 11.4, there is an orientation preserving equivariant
homeomorphism
^ : A -> A1 such that Wx = O on dA .
Also, by Lemmas 11.3 and 11.7 (ii), there is an orientation preserving equivariant
homeomorphism
¥ 2 : S1-(A0-dA0) -> Sl-(A'Q-dA'Q) such that 2^(tfZ/) = mi and
^ 2 = O on dAOy for Ao = A UJ(A) and A'o = A' l)J(A').
Then, for z=<p(t, ml)^NlaS1—AOy we get
= <p\-t, V2J{mX) = ^ 2 <p(-t, J{mt)) = V2J(z) and
/(*) =f\<P% ™i)) =f ^(t, ni/) = / ' V,W when af#=±l .
Therefore the homeomorphism M* of S1 onto itself,
^ = ^ on 4^ , = JWJ on / ( ^ ) and — % on S1—i40,
gives a B-equivalence between (^>,/) and (<p',f). q.e.d.
Proposition 11.9. Pairs with (Bl-3) are ^-equivalent if the corresponding
triads with (Al-2) are A-equivalent.
Proof. Let (<p,f) and (<p\fr) be pairs with (Bl-3), and assume that the
corresponding triads (A> Bf) and (A'9 Bty are A-equivalent by an orientation
preserving homeomorphism <E> of S1 onto itself; O / = / O and
(1) *(A) = A', <£(£,) = B'i or (2) *{A) = J(A'), <S>(B{) = J(BU) (i = 1, 2).
For the case (1), the proposition follows from Lemma 11.8.
In case (2), consider the one-parameter transformation group on 51, <£>"(£, z)
=cpf{—ty z) (t(=R, z^S1). Then {cph\ —f) satisfies (Bl-3), and is B-equivalent
to (<£>',/') by the reflection / . Furthermore its corresponding triad is given by
(J(Af), J(B'3-i)). Therefore (?>", —/') is B-equivalent to (<pj) by Lemma 11.8,
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and hence so is (?>',/')• q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. By Proposition 9.7, there is a mapping from In-
equivalence classes to A-equivalence ones, which is surjective by Proposition 10.7
and injective by Proposition 11.9. Therefore the theorem holds. q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The theorem follows from Theorems 8.1 and 11.1.
q.e.d.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. (i) Since the G=SL(2, C)-action of (7.1) has no
fixed points by (7.3), the first half holds. The latter half follows from Theorem
1.2.
(ii-iii) For a non-transitive smooth G-action <j> on S3, there corresponds
a pair (9 , / ) with (Bl-3), and so a triad (A, B{) with (Al-2). If <j> is real
analytic, then so i s / , and hence A is finite andBi=<f)(i=ly 2). Thus Theorem
1.4 shows that the equivariant homeomorphism class of <fi is determined by
the order \A\ of A. Moreover, the action of (7.1) constructed from (<p,f)
has precisely 2|^4|+1 orbits. These imply (ii) and (iii). q.e.d.
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